
CONCLUSION FOR RESTAURANT BUSINESS PLAN

This Restaurant Business Plan Will Help You to Achieve Your Dream. Do you dream of opening your own restaurant?
Many people have had the same dream .

We concentrate on customer satisfaction and quality food that is always fresh and specially selected. They
usually come in the office either in Bus, taxi or baby taxi. Company Summary On The Water creates and
serves a wild atmosphere for dining and eloquent mediterranean feasts for people who love the restaurant and
bar scene, as well as a good time spent out on the town. Fresin Fries will provide a combination of excellent
food at value pricing, with fun packaging and atmosphere. We want the On The Water grill to be place people
can enjoy a good meal and meet new friends at our tropical Mediterranean Honey bar located inside the
restaurant. On the Water is forecasted to reach profitability by month two. There are about 15, people living
surrounding the Shibbari area. Assumption no: 2. Define clearly what will be unique about your restaurant.
Customers go far away with family in Nice 6 time Restaurant in Shibbari to get the good food quality, friendly
service, clean environment even though their price is not higher. One way to prevent these types of problems
is to develop a well-written business plan. The owner will be 21 responsible for accounts and finance and the
business year will bring to the end in month December. Emphasis is to be made on the creating cultural, rather
than purely food experience through bringing to play various artifacts of the Bangladeshi culture. By doing
this, we will keep our overhead as low as possible, allowing us to adequately staff our restaurants. The owner
will offer meat based curry to eat with bread, Lentil with vegetables, Moglai, offer all the seasonal vegetables
as well as fried eggs and so on. It has been noticed that many improvements have been done in last 5 years.
Staffing: The owner of the planned restaurant will actively involved in every section of the business, he will
do his best to run the restaurant and he will take every necessary step in order to be profitable. The chains have
tried to create home-style restaurants but where they have failed is in the personal aspect of the business. Cost
accounting programs help companies determine the profitability of individual menu items. Payroll will be
processed by a payroll processing service. The main aim of this restaurant is to attract the business people
around Newmarket as well the business passers-by. Although the food offering does not compete directly with
the subject, the restaurant targets the same neighborhood families and has been operating at the single location
since  Touch screen ordering programs ensure accurate communication of customer orders. All employees will
be trained. Business plans are also used to seek investor loans or to finance their business. We will team up
with Groupon and Yelp. The invoice should send to the owner 3 days before the goods supply. Conclusion as
a Summary of Needs and Abilities If the executive summary states what the plan will be, then the conclusion
reviews what the plan has stated. The Wrights are targeting Year 2 and at that point, a sales agent would be
hired to directly market the products for daily delivery or catered functions. Majority person of this people is
government officials, businessman, non- government employees and students. Cracker Barrel â€” located
along Interstate 30, the restaurant is not located within the target market area. Your business plan introduction
should include a description of your business, your goals, and why it is worth pursuing. Hand bills, posters,
press release will be distributed to the local shops, offices, schools. This will mean that the initial staff support
team will have to "wear many hats," so to speak. We have years of experience in the catering business and
know what an important client wants and needs. Through Constant Contact an online marketing program the
couple has stayed in touch with their host and hostesses, and has been asked to return to provide catering
services to several repeat events. In this place, Crime rate is lowest comparing to other cities or towns because
it is between police station and Khulna Metropolitan police check post. Our main focus will be serving
high-quality food at a great value.


